Fantech has always been about more than just making great ventilation products. For the last 30 years, it’s been about helping people enjoy the best indoor air quality all around the world. Whether it is bathroom exhaust or fresh air appliances, we are committed to helping our customers enjoy the spaces where they live and work.

Innovation is in our DNA beginning at our roots in 1974 when we pioneered the inline fan. The 2016 product range continues in this innovative tradition by adding to our product portfolio of high quality energy saving ventilation appliances.

Within these pages, you will learn about our new products. For more information, visit our website at fantech.net.

Let’s enjoy the fresh air indoors!
Fresh Air Appliances

Today’s tightly sealed and insulated homes are great for energy efficiency, but they trap contaminants inside while keeping fresh air outside.

Our full range of Fresh Air Appliances keeps your Indoor Air Quality up while keeping your energy bills down.

FIT 120E
with Energy Recovery
MSRP: 1,115.-

112 cfm @ 0.4 in.wg.
Superior energy transfer capacity.
Only 8 3/4” height. Multi speed operation.
Serves 1 to 3 bedroom single family homes.
Art. # 44940
MORE DETAILS

VHR 200R-EC
with Heat Recovery
MSRP: 1,987.-

212 cfm @ 0.4 in.wg.
Equipped with ECM motors, MERV 13 supply filter, multiple speed operation, 40/20 recirc.vent. mode.
Serves 3 to 7 bedroom single family homes.
Art. # 75269
MORE DETAILS
Serenity™ Series

The Serenity™ auto sensing everything bath fans automatically and silently vary the amount of exhaust air based on input from multiple sensors so you can simply relax.

SERENITY™ Duet
Auto sensing everything bathroom fan

MSRP: 1,195.-

ECM exhaust fan, two ceiling grille with lights and grille housing with backdraft dampers. Two 10W dimmable LED bulbs. Low voltage primary wall switch (Max, Auto, Off), low voltage secondary wall switch (Max, Auto), CAT5E cables. Uses 4” and 6” flexible ducts. UL listed for wet locations.

Art. # 47834

NEW! COMING SOON

SERENITY™ Solo
Auto sensing everything bathroom fan

MSRP: 680.-

ECM exhaust fan, one ceiling grille with a light and grille housing with a backdraft damper. One 10W dimmable LED bulb. Low voltage primary wall switch (Max, Auto, Off), CAT5E cables. Uses a 4” flexible duct. UL listed for wet locations.

Art. # 47832
Kitchen Hood Liners

The HL Series hood liners, when coupled with a remote inline fan and silencer, offer a quiet yet extremely powerful residential kitchen exhaust solution.

The liner fits neatly inside the hood enclosure of your design to match cabinets, masonry, or custom metalworks for subtle inclusion in your space or to make a bold statement.

HL 30  
with two Baffle Filters  
MSRP: 512.-

HL 36  
with two Baffle Filters  
MSRP: 579.-

HL 42  
with two Baffle Filters  
MSRP: 640.-

HL Series hood liners feature an attractive stainless steel housing, integrated speed and lighting controls. Two dimmable halogen lights, 50W.
HL 48
with three Baffle Filters

MSRP: 719.-

HL Series hood liners feature an attractive stainless steel housing, integrated speed and lighting controls. Three dimmable halogen lights, 50W.

Art. # 56045

MORE DETAILS

HL Baffle Replacement, 14" x 12"

MSRP: 140.-

Stainless steel baffle filter replacement for HL series kitchen hood liners. Quantity of one baffle filter included.

Art. # 484139

MORE DETAILS

HL Knobs Replacement

MSRP: 15.-

Metal control knob replaces the light dimmer switch knob and the fan speed control switch knob on HL series kitchen hood liners. Two knobs included.

Art. # 484136

MORE DETAILS
Inline Duct Fans

Our inline duct fans provide excellent performance, zero leakage, high efficiency and long life. These fans are ideal for new construction, remodel or replacement applications.

**FG 4XL EC**
Duct fan with an EC motor

Art. # 56015
MSRP: 284.−

**FR 150 (Radon)**
Duct fan for Radon Mitigation
Airflows up to 320 cfm. 66W max. Vibration welded plastic housing. Zero leakage. Uses a 6” duct.

Art. # 45045
MSRP: 209.−
Accessories

Our accessories work perfectly in tandem with our products to simplify installation and commissioning.

**Hi-Alt RS**
High Altitude Retrofit Switch
MSRP: **$132.**
Field-installed retrofit switch for a dryer exhaust fan installed in a high altitude location. Use only with fan model DBF 4XLT. Recommended for installations above 7,000 feet elevation.
Art. # 413568

**EC EMT**
Exterior Mount NEMA 3R Control Enclosure
MSRP: **$124.**
Accessory kit for locating the fan control of a 5DDU EC fan onto the fan shell’s exterior or other outdoor location. Kit includes a NEMA 3R enclosure and a mounting bracket.
Art. # 483340

**CKR 12-10**
Duct Reducer
MSRP: **$65.**
Round, concentric, galvanized metal duct size transition fitting.
Art. # 411970

MORE DETAILS
MORE DETAILS
MORE DETAILS
Filter Replacement Packs

**FGR 8/10**
Replacement Filter Pack

MSRP: 47.‐

A pack of 6 supply air filters for filter cassettes FGR8 and FGR 10. Filter class MERV5.

**FGR 12**
Replacement Filter Pack

MSRP: 61.‐

A pack of 6 supply air filters for filter cassettes FGR12. Filter class MERV5.

**FGR 12/14HV**
Replacement Filter Pack

MSRP: 311.‐

A pack of 6 supply air filters for filter cassettes FGR12/14HV. Filter class MERV8.

Art. # 56060

MORE DETAILS

Art. # 56061

MORE DETAILS

Art. # 56062

MORE DETAILS
Bulb Replacement Packs

PBB 7 PBP
Replacement Bulb Pack
MSRP: 216.-
A pack of 6 dimmable 7W LED bulbs PBB7-ES. Use with fan models PB 110L7, PB 270L7, PB 270L710-2, PBW 110L7 and PBL7 ceiling grilles.
Art. # 56063

PBB 10 PBP
Replacement Bulb Pack
MSRP: 367.-
A pack of 6 dimmable 10W LED bulbs PBB10-ES. Use with fan models PB 110L10, PB 270L10, PB 270L710-2, PBW 110L10 and PBL10 ceiling grilles.
Art. # 56064

PBB 50 PBP
Replacement Bulb Pack
MSRP: 65.-
Art. # 56065

MORE DETAILS
MORE DETAILS
MORE DETAILS